MONTREAL WORLD MASTERS: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION NO.1
(Source: IWF Masters Secretariat and dates amended by CMWFHC Office of the National Chair)

GLOSSARY:
a. “QUALIFIED ENTRANT”: person whose submitted entry total equals or exceeds the
qualifying total in their age/bodyweight category.
b. “AUTHORIZED ENTRANT”: qualified entrant who is authorized by IWF Masters Secretariat
to enter the World Masters Championships (WMC) and pay entry fees to CMWFHC.
Note: Some prospective entrants are authorized during Phase One, and others are
authorized only during Phase Two.
c. “PAID ENTRANT”: authorized entrant who has paid entry fees for the World Masters
Championships. There will be “paid entrants” who submit payment to CMWFHC by May 10,
2019, and “paid entrants”: who submit payment to CMWFHC by May 31.
NOTES
a. The qualifying period begins May 1, 2018 in order to allow totals made at the 2018 World
and Continental Masters Championships to be submitted as entry totals.
b. For the 2019 WMC only, exact bodyweights recorded when entry totals were made in
2018 will be used to sort entrants automatically into the appropriate new bodyweight
category. In the future, entry totals must be made in the actual bodyweight category
entered.
FOR PAID ENTRANTS ONLY

Doping Control at International Competitions
All international competitions (such as Pan American Masters Championships, World
Masters Championships, World Masters Cup, etc.) are subject to doping control.
International Masters doping control follows WADA protocols and is governed by IWF
Masters Weightlifting. IWF Masters Weightlifting periodically adds information relevant to
Masters athletes to the anti doping section of their website.
Selected athletes will be updated and can seek clarification from our Director of Doping
Education. Please review “Anti-doping/Antidopage” on the CMWFHC website.

Entry-Total Change Rules for WMC Entry/Registration Process
I. For entry totals NOT made in World or Continental Masters Championships
A) If athlete remains in bodyweight category entered, entry total remains unchanged.
B) If athlete goes down to a lower bodyweight category during Verification Meeting or
Technical Meeting, then entry total is decreased by an amount equal to the difference in
qualifying totals between the original category entered and the new category.
C) If athlete goes up to a higher bodyweight category at weigh-in or earlier, then entry total
is increased by an amount equal to the difference in qualifying totals between the original
category entered and the new category.
II. For entry totals made in World or Continental Masters Championships
A. If athlete remains in bodyweight category entered, entry total reverts to qualifying total
for age/bodyweight category immediately following the Technical Meeting.
B. If athlete goes down to a lower bodyweight category during Verification Meeting or
Technical Meeting, then entry total reverts to qualifying total in lower category immediately
following the Technical Meeting. c.
C. If athlete goes up to a higher bodyweight category at weigh-in or earlier, then entry total
reverts to qualifying total in higher category immediately following the Technical Meeting or
weigh-in.

